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t all starts when you are a mere child. When you cannot yet
afford to buy a veil and instead use a pillowcase and an old
curtain from your grandmother’s attic. When instead of a knight
in his shining armour there is a puppet waiting for you at the
end of the room. But the dream is there – of you and the white dress
and the flowers and the prince. At SJK WEDDINGS we make those
dreams come true.
A boutique wedding planning consultancy
for bespoke and elegant wedding designs
and management services, at SJK
WEDDINGS we make luxury and style
affordable and deliver a unique wedding
experience for our clients.
With over 5 years experience in the event
industry, Sophie J Khinch appreciates
that each wedding or special occasion
is different and that it needs a unique
approach to planning. Regardless of
whether you want a large, extravagant
affair or a smaller, more low-key event,
we will ensure that originality and quality
are guaranteed, helping to make a lifelong
memory from a single day. With weddings,
personalized features are even more
important and this is why Sophie J Khinch

dedicates herself wholeheartedly to every
wedding which she agrees to plan.
From the very first meeting until the big
day itself, Sophie will be with you every
step of the way, alleviating the pressure
often associated with these events
and allowing you to simply enjoy the
experience.
Providing a personal service allows our
clients to create their special day their
way. SJK WEDDINGS is a bespoke
wedding planning service moulding
style, uniqueness and flexibility into
making any brides dreams come true,
whether it’s a Downton-inspired location
or deco styling, decadence is what SJK
WEDDINGS is all about.

Tel: 020 8882 5888
www.sjkweddings.com
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SJK Weddings sends a special thank you to
Your London Florist – www.yourlondonflorist.co.uk and to
Peter Lane Photography - www.peterlanephotography.co.uk
for their wonderful work and support.

